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TDRSS GROUND STATION SOFTWARE/ADPE

Joan E. Bebb
TRW DSSG

One Space Park
Redondo Beach, California

ABSTRACT

The Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) provides data relay and tracking
services for other (user) satellites. The ground station performs all the
modulation/demodulation functions for, simultaneously, as many as 19 forward (to user
spacecraft) and 32 return (from user spacecraft) data channels at K and at S-band. TDRSS
is transparent to the data itself; it passes synchronized bit streams directly to/from NASA.
The data channels exist on up to 4 communication satellites and are carried on 6 single
access and 3 multiple access space antennas. TDRSS relay services are available 24
hours/day, 7 days/week. Individual services using a single TDRS may be maintained for
up to 24 hours. Using 3 TDRS’, a user satellite may be serviced continually.

The TDRSS ground station is a highly automated collection of communication electronics.
Automation is achieved through the use of software in a large complex of dedicated
computers - 9 DEC PDP 11/70’s and a dual processor Univac 1110. The software
performs three major functions:

• management of the TDRSS resources - spacecraft, ground antennas, demodulators, bit
syncs, etc.

• computation of user spacecraft tracking/trajectory data

• telemetry, tracking and control of the TDRS’

The software/ADPE configuration was designed to provide the responsiveness needed to
support the TDRSS mission: rapid and flexible scheduling and management of equipment
to provide relay to and from NASA; rapid, highly accurate trajectory and tracking
computation; ground-supported autotrack for the TDRS single access antennas;
simultaneous provision of TT&C functions for multiple TDRS’; and control of the
behavior of the Ground Station under abnormal (failed equipment) conditions.



TDRSS GROUND SEGMENT SOFTWARE/ADPE

The shared service Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) contains four
satellites in geosynchronous orbit; an East TDRS, a West TDRS, and Advanced Westar
(AW) and a central, shared spare TDRS/AW. The Western Union Advanced Westar (not
discussed here), is identical in configuration to the other satellites.

The TDRSS will provide NASA, via lease arrangement with Western Union, tracking,
telemetering and commanding capability for “user” satellites at K and S-bands heretofore
provided by several ground tracking stations. Figure 1 describes TDRSS. Western Union
Space Communications, Inc. is the prime contractor and owner of TDRSS. TRW Defense
and Space System Group is the TDR Satellite Contractor and Systems Engineering
contractor. Harris Corporation provide the bulk of the Ground Communications Equipment
(GCE) while TRW provides some GCE, the computers and interfacing equipment used to
operate the ground station, and the ground software which controls and operates the
satellites and ground equipment.

The TDRSS is a “bent pipe” system. It is functionally transparent to its users. The TDRS
receives and transmits user data, but does no operation on it; the ground station
demodulates and synchronizes the user data, but does no operations on it. The exception to
this transparency is user ranging; the ground station does provide NASA with user range
and range rate data when requested.

With three TDRS’ on orbit, TDRSS can provide up to 47 simultaneous communication
services in addition to tracking and simulation services. There are 15 forward (ground to
user spacecraft via TDRS) services which include 3 services to Multiple Access (MA)
S-band users, 6 services to S-band Single Access (SSA) users and 6 services to K-band
Single Access (KSA) users. In addition, the ground station has the capability to substitute
4 shuttle-unique forward services for 2 each of the SSA and KSA forward services. The
system provides up to 32 simultaneous return (user to ground station via TDRS) services
including 20 MA services, 6 SSA services, and 6 KSA services. Shuttle service
substitution is as for forward services. Tracking services include relative angular position,
range and range rate data for as many as 19 user services simultaneously. Finally, the
TDRS system provides NASA with up to 10 (5 forward, 5 return) simulation services.
These are ground station to TDRS to ground station loop services designed to check the
performance (BER) of the TDRSS Ground Station and Spacecraft and to permit
compatibility testing of user spacecraft characteristics with TDRSS.

The ground Station which supports this system is built on government property by Western
Union Space Communications, Inc., a few miles north of Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Figure 2 compares the Ground Station characteristics with a “standard ground station”.



Conceptually, the Ground Station has two functions

• to provide the required communications sub-functions

• to manage the TDRS and Ground Station resources

The resource management aspect is the more critical determinate of Ground Station
configuration. That it, the repertiore of equipment classes (modulators, bit synchronizers,
etc.) and their in service connectivity are not candidates for much variability. On the other
hand, how many modulators and decoders there should be and where they should be and
where the switch points should be are questions that are critical to the station design.

The definition of the TDRSS Ground Station resource management problem is influenced
by four major and sometimes conflicting factors: 1) the procurement cost of the system 2)
the lease/revenue relationship to the service performance and service availability; and 3)
the basic performance requirements demanded by NASA; 4) the planned longevity (10
years) of the system.

The factors indicate that the appropriate place for complexity, if any, is on the ground. The
TDRSS ground station provides many functions usually resident in the communications
satellite itself. An example is the K-band user autotrack system. In the typical case,
spaceborn antennas autotrack the user with a self-contained system. With TDRS, the
monopulse error signal generated at the spacecraft antenna is transmitted directly to the
ground station where the signal is processed and converted to appropriate antenna pointing
commands. These and other similar transfers of functions from space to ground have
resulted in a relatively light and inexpensive satellite vis-a-vis the quantity and variety of
communications functions provided.

The long life of TDRSS necessitates low operating costs which exacerbates the need for
minimal on-line manpower and, therefore, highly automatic operation. The basic NASA
requirements can be characterized in one word - responsiveness. Significant TDRSS
technical issues revolve around system responsiveness.

The design solutions to these factors are manifested in the TDRSS software/ADPE.
Stimuli to the software consist of service scheduling directives from NASA and station
personnel, status information from the Ground Communications Equipment (GSE) and
telemetry from the TDRS’. Responses include status information to NASA and station
personnel, user tracking information to NASA, commands to the GCE and commands to
the TDRS.



During normal operations, the following events occur during provision of a service:

• NASA provides user spacecraft path information

• the software computes user ephemeris from this information

• NASA defines the services required, service start and stop times, and user signal
characteristics

• the software reserves the needed equipment (GCE and TDRS) to perform the service

• shortly before service start, the software commands the GCE and TDRS to the required
configuration

• for return services, software oversees and controls the User Spacecraft Signal
acquisition sequence

• during service, the software commands the TDRS antenna(s) to track the user and
doppler-compensates the communication links

• user tracking (R, R) data are collected and sent to NASA by software

• service is terminated by software

While this is happening, software continuously:

• monitors the health of the ADPE, TDRS’, GCE

• adjust equipment reservations and active link/ADPE configurations to eliminate failed
equipment

• adjust the equipment pool to accommodate repaired equipment

• informs NASA and station personnel of changing state of the equipment pool

Given that up to 76 forward, return, tracking and simulation services may be active
simultaneously, this normal function is complex. Additionally, NASA service requests
must be processed in a timely fashion. The ground station must process up to 26 service
requests per hour and must remember and act upon up to 200 such requests. A request
nominally involves four services. The ground station must be preapared to accept and act 



upon emergency requests for service within 5 minutes and must accommodate requested
changes in ongoing service characteristics within 15 seconds.

TDRSS must support up to 100 distinct users, each of which may require propagation of a
trajectory each day. The trajectory computations must be of sufficient accuracy to allow
open loop tracking of the user satellite with the TDRS S-band single access antennas and
with the MA beam ground-assisted auto-track of the TDRS K-band single access
antennas, and doppler compensation of the communication links.

In addition to traditional spacecraft functions performed on the ground, within TDRSS
there are ground functions which are traditionally performed in hardware but which, in
TDRSS, are performed in software. Among these are the MA beam separation for return
services, carrier and PN doppler compensation, epoch turn around for coherent services
and Range 0 set for tracking services.

Software also controls ground station behavior when equipment fails. In TDRSS software,
there are two classes of failure: failure of GCE and failure of ADPE. GCE failure is
conceptually simple. If a piece of equipment fails, it is replaced as quickly as possible. The
design questions are whether or not replacement should be automatic or manual. With
ADPE failure, the concepts are somewhat more complex in that hardware replacement,
although necessary, is not sufficient to recover from the failure. Insuring that critical
information is not lost as a result of failure is as important to rapid recovery as is hardware
replacement.

Economic accommodation of all these aspects requires a software/ADPE configuration of
considerable complexity and flexibility.

The selected computer system is shown in Figure 3. The data processing equipment and
software is functionally distributed. Each TT&C Computer (there are 5 of them), performs
all the functions related to the real-time operation of one communications spacecraft. The
segment control computers (2) manage ground station operations and the interfaces with
the ground operations personnel. The interprocessor multiplexers (2) manage ground
station message traffic both to and from NASA and between computers. The Central (dual
processor) Computer provides overall control of the TDRSS resource in response to
NASA or ground personnel directives. The Central Computer and its software also provide
high precision mathmatical processes, such as trajectory-dependent computations, and
control and monitor for all the ADPE complex.

The Central Computer is a dual processor Univac 1110 as shown in Figure 4. The
selection of this configuration resulted from trades between cost, computational capacity 



and availability. As installed in TDRSS, one CPU is sufficient to maintain the ground
station in an operational condition.

Also shown in Figure 4 are the fully redundant Interprocessor Multiplexers (IPM). One
IPM participates in the on-line process at one time; both are accessible to the Central
ADPE to accommodate switchover in case of failure.

The Segment Control Computers, shown in Figure 5, which provide the ADPE interface
with the GCE, via the Data Bus, and with the ground station operators, via the (TDRSS
Operations Control Center TOCC), are also fully redundant. The data bus is fully
redundant and has 199 command channels and 212 data acquisition channels. The backup
computer operates as a warm, standby as well as providing ground personnel with a
resource with which to perform background tasks such as display creation or data
reduction.

The TT&C Computers are shown in Figure 6. Four of the five are dynamically assigned on
a one-for-one basis with the TDR/Advanced Westar Satellites. One computer is a warm
standby spare for the other four.

All computer classes support either fully automatic or operator initiated and assisted
ADPE failover, depending on type of failure encountered. Over 100 distinct failure
manifestations are recognized and discriminated. With the exception of the Central
Computer, all the compute discussed are DEC PDP 11/70’s. Although it might have been
possible to design a more computationally optimal system, the advantages of commonality
in hardware and software far outweigh any advantages which could be achieved through
the use of alternative computers for some functions. Indeed, once the configuration was
selected, adjustments in the allocations of computer processing functions were made so
that each computer is used at approximately the same portion of capacity. All interfaces
between PDP 11/70’s are 56 Kbps bit-serial lines implementing standard DDCMP
protocol. Again, the benefits of uniformity far outweigh any superficial advantages of
tailored interfaces.

The software functions performed in the computer complex can be grouped in four major
categories:

• plan for, schedule, and operate TDRSS services, based on NASA/TOCC requests, and
provide descriptions of activity

• monitor the TDR/Advanced Westar satellites; provide timely, visible descriptions of
their status; support both Automatic and manual control of each TDRS/Advanced
Westar



• provide the geometric analysis needed to determine TDR/AW spacecraft orbits, predict
TDR/ AW spacecraft attitude

• monitor ground terminal equipments; give timely, visible descriptions of their status,
and support both automatic and manual control of their configuration

The design of the software derives directly from this categorization and maps directly to
the computers within the ADPE architecture. The software subsystem consists of five
components: one dedicated to supporting each of the major functional categories and one
to coordinate activity between the other four components, provide general services for
them, and oversee the health of the ADPE and the software subsystem. This component
grouping of the TDRSS software subsystem isolates and protects the major functions from
one another while permitting them to interact in a controlled manner. The grouping
localizes software responsibilility for the other TDRSS subsystems and minimizes the
potential for interference between components.

Figure 7 describes the component functional allocation. The Executive Control Component
coordinates software subsystem activity, monitors and controls the ADPE configuration,
and provides general services to other components which permit them to operate minimally
aware of external device specifics or physical computer boundaries. The functions of this
component are provided by general-purpose operating systems that are products of the
computer vendors augmented by programs that introduce TDRSS specifics while
maintaining operating system integrity. From the view of the standard operating systems
the augmentations appear to be application code.

The TDRS Operations Component monitors and controls the operation of the
TDR/Advanced Westar satellites. It processes telemetry to derive spacecraft attitude and
to monitor spacecraft health; it generates TDRS commands to control attitude, to point
onboard antennas, and to maintain the TDRS configuration for service. The tasks of the
TDRS Operations (TO) Component are a set of almost independent, time or interrupt
enable tasks, each of which involves realtime processing. The tasks demand immediate
access to pertinent data streams and can afford a minimum amount of the overhead. The
TO component executes in the TT&C computers. Each TT&C computer performs
functions which support one, dynamically assigned TDRS. No task in a TT&C computer
depends on locally resident historic data. Data describing all satellites is resident on each
TT&C disk. Failure of a TT&C computer can be accommodated rapidly by reassignment
of its function to the spare TT&C computer.

 The User Service Support Component implements the directed communication
transmission service by: 1) scheduling the use of ground terminal equipment and by
directing the configuration of the NASA user traffic interface and the ground terminal



switching network to that appropriate to provide requested services at the time required; 2)
initiating and operating user data links; 3) configuring the TDRS and initiating control of
TDRS antennas; 4) supporting user satellite simulation; and 5) controlling the TDRSS
verification process. The User Service Support Component executes in the Central
Computer. Substantial design effort was invested to assure that its functions which involve
real-time closed loop processing are minimal. As a result, most functions are open loop
and event driven. The exception is control and monitor of initial user satellite data
acquisition.

TDRS Support Component processes TDRS telemetry and tracking data; performs TDRS
orbit and attitude determination; generates the plans and commands for TDRS attitude and
orbit control and antenna pointing; generates TDRS’ and user spacecraft ephemerides or
accepts user ephemerides from NASA in real-time and insures timely implementation; and
generates ground antenna pointing profiles for use during outage of the hardware ground
autotrack function.

The Ground Terminal Operations and Support Component (GTOS) supports the
interaction between TOCC operators and the data subsystem and provides ground
communication equipment monitoring and switching direction. GTOS executes in the
Segment Control Computer. It has an on-line subcomponent which is real-time oriented in
its accommodation of GCE commanding/status retrieval and display currency
maintenance. GTOS also has an off-line subcomponent which provides tools with which
station operators may pre-make control mechanisms for the on-line process: service
directives, display definitions, operator console access constraints, TDRS/GSE command
sequences.

The TDRSS Software hierarchy was derived as follows: detailed analysis of functional
requirements of each component resulted in lists of specific “things to do”. These “things”
were grouped into programs according to concurrency of required action, similarity of
desciplines manifested, relative time phasing, commonality of data required or produced,
and time constraints on required responsiveness. Figure 8 lists the programs of each
component and the computer assignment of each. Using primarily the criterion of
concurrency, programs were factored into tasks. In TDRSS, a task is the basic software
operational unit of work.

Another basic design ground rule manifested in TDRSS is that mission-specific elements
are isolated from the external environment. This ensures that these elements are minimally
sensitive to minor changes in the immediate (most proximal) external environment.
Elements that do deal with specific external components are generalized and perform their
services for the entire subsystem. This ensures that modification to the top level
application of the subsystem has minimal effect on these service elements.



The GCE configurations are the result of cost/availability trade-offs. These trades led to
the conclusion that GCE redundancy is very expensive and, in fact, unnecessary. Instead
of redundancy, the shared equipment pool concept is used to achieve desired availability.
This concept is based on the assumptions that peak service demand and equipment failures
are both fairly low probability events and therefore, the event where most revenue is lost,
i.e., service requirement and equipment failure, has a very low probability of occurrence
indeed. Figure 9, a very simplified block diagram of the SSA Return services link
illustrates the shared pool concept. If an item of equipment in a string, say a bit sync, fails
during service, then a substitution is made for a whole string. This is done if the pool
consisting of 6 strings of equipment is not fully in use at the time of failure. For equipment
directly related to provision of individual or classes of service, this substitution is made
automatically by the software for TDRS related equipment (TT&C), this substitution is
done under manual control but with software assistance. Strings of equipment are
substituted rather than individual equipments replaced for two reasons: 1) to minimize the
number of in-line switches in the system - all single point failure possibilities, and 2) to
minimize the complexity of the switching algorithms.

TDRSS software/ADPE design integrates and adapts many known, though research-like,
technological specifics to execute as an effective unit. There is very little new in the
implementation of any part of TDRSS software or ADPE architecture; the uniqueness lies
in its inclusion of so many of these apparently unrelated aspects into a coordinated whole.



Figure 1.  TDRSS System Concept

ITEM TYPICAL GROUND STATION TDRSS GROUND STATION

ACTIVE ANTENNAS
COMPUTERS
UPLINKS
DOWNLINKS
SERVICE LOAD
SERVICE TIME
NORMAL RESPONSE TIME
EMERGENCY RESPONSE TIME
 RECONFIGURATION TIME
EPHEMERIS DETERMINATION
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
USER SIMULATION

1
1
1
2

5-20 PASSES/DAY
5-15 MINUTES/PASS
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2 HOURS
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N/A

6 GROUND, 26-TDRS
10

3-TDRS, 15-FORWARD
3-TDRS, 32--RETURN
~2500/DAY
1 MINUTE - 24 HOURS
30 MINUTES
5 MINUTES
15 SEC - 5 MINUTES
3-TDRS, 100 USER S/C
300 RACKS

5

Figure 2.  Comparison of Ground Station Capability



Figure 3.  TDRSS ADPE Block Diagram

Figure 4.  Central ADPE and Interfaces



Figure 5.  Segment Control ADPE Block Diagram

Figure 6.  TT&C ADPE



Figure 7. 
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Figure 8.  Assignment of Programs to Computers/Components



Figure 9.  String Concept Example Simplified Block Diagram SSA Return Services


